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Abstract: The corona virus is an economic virus – our planet was a kind of due for an economic adjustment. Probability that we get
the corona virus is very low – just 0.0002%. All we need to do is not pay attention to it and not fear it, because fear is triggering the virus.
The self-imposed quarantine is so nice opportunity to turn within and connect with the divine core within ourselves – the glorious
opportunity for soul growth and taking decision to change our behavior and accompany planet earth in her ascension, but not to resist
progress and be thrown off the planet. Millions of people are awakening and coming into truth. They start to realize that desired
changes are possible without fight and opposition but with expressing conscious intent for peace and love on this planet and placing
their intent on their hearts so that the new energy of love, which is present on this planet, can make it manifested.
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1. Introduction
Without slightest doubts the corona virus is the hottest topic
on the planet right now. What‟s that? The coronavirus is
more than what it seems, and you‟ll see perhaps by the end
of the article how this all kind of ties in.
The coronavirus is getting the news on the planet right now.
Why is that? Well, because of drama, but because the news
is faster than ever. You get the news very, very quickly and
people on social media, people with their blogs and
everything else, it‟s very, very quick. It just goes to show
how quickly something can be brought to consciousness on
the planet. Everybody‟s tuned into it. It‟s going so fast, the
news is spreading so fast, partly because it‟s drama. It’s a lot
of drama, and a lot of people feeding into the drama. They
love being the one that posts something that‟s really not true.
And there‟s a lot of mistruths about it right now, but there‟s
a lot of drama.
And, my experience is that, as much as people say they
don’t like drama, they love it. They love it, otherwise it
wouldn’t be in their lives. Otherwise, they would leave it.
They would walk away from it. But they love it. They feed
off it. It’s kind of like an odd way of reminding them that
they’re alive. So there’s a lot of drama going on right now
on the planet with this coronavirus.
As we all know, nothing happens by chance in our lives –
everything is our co-creation and there is a GOOD in every
our experience.
What is GOOD in this experience and which lesson we
should learn from this experience?

2. Corona Virus is an Economic Virus
Everybody’s got coronavirus. Everybody’s got it. You have
the potential within you. You have the genes or the
chromosomes that essentially have it. It just hasn‟t
manifested, hasn‟t been brought to the surface. Just as every
one of you has the genes and the chromosomes for cancer
and just about everything else nasty that you can get. You

don‟t necessarily get it from out there and it suddenly arrives
because somebody comes up to you and gives you a big
hug, you know, face-to-face. You‟ve got the potential within
you. It‟s already there. It just is triggered by things, triggered
by attention. A lot of attention in the news to it can actually
kind of trigger it. So everybody‟s got it.
You‟ve already got it. Don‟t worry. But it doesn‟t mean it‟s
going to manifest.
Every virus that there is has its thought patterns, energetic
patterns, its origins in something. It‟s not necessarily what it
appears to be. The coronavirus, for instance, it’s the
energy of economics on the planet. It‟s an economic
imbalance, so the virus comes in. You know the sexual
energy virus? It‟s a virus of consciousness. It shows up in
the body and the mind in different ways, but the
coronavirus is an economic virus.
Look what‟s happening. Not that many people have it. How
many people died from it?
By the beginning of April this year in America 80.000
people got it and 4,000 died from it. But in the scheme of
things, it‟s not really a lot in terms of a virus. The normal flu
in the United States this year, since the flu season started –
when would that be, about October – 39 million people in
America have gotten the flu. That‟s a lot. That‟s a lot more
than coronavirus, but it‟s not in the news. And out of those,
about 30,000 have died from just the common regular flu.
So, you see kind of the strange dynamics, the drama, the
imbalance taking place with this whole coronavirus thing.
It‟s in the news. It‟s everywhere. Everybody‟s talking about
it. People are panicking. People are going to the store and
wiping out – no pun intended – the toilet paper supply and
hand sanitizers and all the rest of these things. Panic all over.
It is crazy. I‟ve never seen anything like it with the people
rushing and pushing each other and taking toilet paper off of
somebody else‟s cart and putting it on their own. So there‟s
a lot of panic about the coronavirus. In a way, that‟s good,
because it brings a global consciousness. There‟s nothing
else in the world right now that‟s bringing that kind of
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attention, focused attention on things. But, at its core, it‟s
really about economics.
You know, every virus, again, has its energy pattern, its
meaning in something else. This is the economic virus. And
look at what it‟s doing. Look at how it‟s affecting the planet.
It‟s affecting everything. Travel – people stop making travel
plans. They‟re in fear. And the chances of them getting this
are about 0.002 percent. Not a lot. But people are in this
hysteria. If they even think the word “airport,” they think
they‟re going to catch it. Just thinking the word “airport.”
It‟s causing a lot of disruptions and will continue to in
anything related to travel – airlines, hotels, business
meetings, going to the office. Really anything that requires
transactions with groups is going to be affected on the
planet.
It‟s also going to affect ultimately food distribution, because,
for instance, the farmer may not want to go to the market.
The truck driver doesn‟t want to haul the goods in. Nobody
wants to go to the grocery store, because they‟re afraid
they‟re going to pick it up there. So it‟s really going to have
a big impact on distribution and goods.
Now, as this happens, as this occurs, it‟s going to have an
impact on the planetary economy of about 3,5 to 4,5 percent
hit on the economy. It‟s going to have an impact, let‟s say,
about 3,5 percent, maybe 4,5 percent of the global economy.
Now, that‟s a lot money. That‟s a lot of money, but not
really, because after this whole scare thing is done, things
will get back to normal. People will need to go back and
replenish their supplies, and then they‟re going to think,
“Oh, boy. I didn‟t have enough toilet paper. I didn‟t have
enough emergency food. Now I better stock up on that also.”
And so they‟re going to buy a little extra.
But ultimately, it‟s bringing a focus, a worldwide focus.
Ultimately, the thing it’s going to affect most is the
economy, but ultimately it’s going to get back to where it
was.If you are in the stock market, if you‟re an investor,
invest now when the prices are down, because it will go
back up. I mean, some of the airlines, a few may go out of
business, but they‟ll figure out a way to get your money
sooner or later. They‟ll be right back in the black pretty
soon.
But I want you to feel into what‟s really happening on the
planet, the scare with it, the fact that really not that many
have it. Worst case scenario is you‟re going to get maybe
100 to 140 million people that have it. That‟s a lot of people.
That‟s a lot of getting sick. That‟s a lot of laying in bed. But
ultimately the mortality rate, the death rate, is actually not
that high. It’s similar to or slightly higher than a regular
flu.
So, a lot of people die, and I‟m not glossing over that fact,
but it‟s just something that‟s on the planet like cancer, like
anything. It‟s going to happen. I‟m not taking it lightly, but
I‟m saying let‟s not overreact to it. Let‟s see it for what it
really is.

3. Economic Balance
And, more than anything, I‟m hoping that you stop and take
a look at your own economic balance. One of the most
frustrating things almost all of you is the money issue. And
there are some who are still insisting on their lack of
abundance, and then they‟re doing it from a mental
standpoint. They‟re saying, “Well, I‟ve never had any and I
don‟t know how to get it, and it‟s corrupt, and it‟s the big
companies and big businesses.” So you‟re going to continue
that way. I want you to just stop and say, “No, I am
abundant. I allow that abundance.” You don‟t have to know
anything about making money. You don‟t have to have a
high paying job. You don‟t even have to quit the job you
have now, and I know to the mind, it says, “Well, that‟s nice
talk, but the reality is …” The reality is what you want it to
be, not necessarily what you think it to be. So you shift your
whole perspective about abundance and about the economy.
I hear so much from people complaining that it‟s all these
big corporations that are doing all this nasty damaging
things to them and to the world, and, you know, that‟s being
a victim. It really is. I‟m not defending big corporations, but
what I‟ve seen is they get so big they fall apart. You know,
what really makes the world move are the small companies,
starting with the farmers, and then going to the small shop
owners and the small entrepreneurs and the small inventors
and creators. That‟s the real movement.
Once things get up into the big corporate level, it slows
down. It gets inefficient. There are very, very few risks that
they take, and eventually they‟re disrupted and replaced. It‟s
kind of almost a natural rhythm. They get so big, they can‟t
really do anything anymore and then internal corruption will
set in and eventually they fall apart. Look at some of the big
companies that don‟t exist anymore. I mean, big in your
lifetime. For example Kodak. Kodak was huge. You found
Kodak everywhere. Where are they now? Nowhere.
Nowhere.
So I want you to stop, in this whole time of the coronavirus
– which is going to last approximately six months, you‟re
going to see it on the planet and it‟s going to be in the news,
there‟s going to be a lot of fear and concern about it – I want
you to stop and really assess your own economy. Do you
need a virus, this virus that‟s kind of already in your body,
do you need it to come forth to do this battle which affects
your health? Or are you willing to allow abundance? And
don‟t worry about where it comes from. You don‟t have to
start a business or anything like that. You actually don’t
have to do anything except allow it and then it’s there.
So it‟s a big scare right now that‟s out there taking place, a
really big scare, and people feed off of it. But just stand
behind the short wall. In other words, you‟re aware of it but
you‟re not getting involved in it. Stand behind the short wall
and really take a look at what‟s going on, how it‟s affecting
the planet. It doesn‟t matter really actually what it is. You
know, it’s the coronavirus, but it doesn’t matter what it is;
look at how it’s affecting people and look at how it’s
affecting the economy, in particular, how it’s affecting the
planet.
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The planet was kind of due for an economic adjustment,
and I‟m not talking about a market crash. I‟m talking about
an adjustment. Nearly every company on the planet right
now has to stop and take a look and say, “What do we do?
Do we have all of our staff members work from home?
What do we do if we can‟t get goods from China or India?
What do we do if there is an outbreak in our distribution
system and we can‟t get the components that we need? What
do we do if one of our staff members falls sick with this?”
Nearly every company, at least in the western world, is
having to stop and take a look and say, “What if?”
So that‟s really actually, in a way, kind of incredible,
because it‟s causing this consciousness focus.Most people
don’t know it’s about money or the economy, but they
know they have to stop and do something. It‟s going to
affect businesses more than anything.
So, a couple of things. What for you to do? First of all, take
an assessment of your own abundance level. Does it need a
virus to move in to shake things up? Are you truly allowing
abundance or are you still playing the victim? Are you
truly opening and allowing abundance?
And then what next? What else is happening with this whole
virus? It‟s kind of interesting, really fascinating. It‟s going to
cause people to stay home. It‟s already doing that. People
stay home, canceling travel plans, not going to meetings, not
even wanting to go out to the store, any place where there‟s
a gathering, a sports gathering or anything like that. So
you‟re going to find a lot more people sitting at home
watching TV or just sitting on the computer creating more
drama about the coronavirus. So it‟s causing people to have
to go home, kind of a cocooning time. It‟s kind of
interesting.
And what you‟re also going to see is kind of a side effect
from a lot of people staying home, and they‟re going to be
doing a little bit of office work, but not as much as normal.
Now they have this extra time and a lot of them are going to
be bored. Instead of using that extra time to, let’s say, do
something for their health or their wellbeing, their
spiritual being even,they‟re going to sit at home being really
bored and creating more drama. So that‟s what you have to
look forward to between now and probably the end of
summer, maybe a little bit beyond that.
For yourselves, you‟ve been staying at home a lot more. And
when I say home, not just your physical home, but you‟ve
been going inward for year and years now. As you come into
your Realization,you‟ve been staying inward. You‟ve
already been avoiding the crowds and, I mean, most of you
really don‟t have a big desire to go to a sports game with
thirty, forty thousand other people. They cringe at the
thought. Not even a rock concert, unless it‟s somebody
really good. You‟ve been staying home. You‟ve been kind
of cocooning for a long time now.
What to do? Not worry about it. What about taking more
vitamin C? Is that going to help? And I‟ll say yes, on two
counts. Vitamin C is pretty good anyway and you can‟t take
too much. Your body dispels it, gets rid of it. So it‟s not like
you‟re going to OD on orange juice or anything or vitamin

C. Vitamin C is really good, and it‟ll be coming out more
and more in the news pretty soon that vitamin C is a good
preventative for the coronavirus. I think it‟s interesting
though.
I look at vitamin C as like „vitamin C‟ as in „consciousness‟.
So take more vitamin C and take more “C” just for
consciousness.Allow yourself to be more aware, more
conscious of what‟s going on.

4. Realization
I am Master of disaster because TRUTH is a disaster for
LIE, KNOWLEDGE is a disaster for MYSTICISM (lack of
knowledge), LOVE is a disaster for FEAR, EASINESS is a
disaster for BUSINESS, SIMPLICITY is a disaster for
COMPLEXITY, EFFICIENCY is a disaster for
INEFFICIENCY and CHEAP is a disaster for EXPENSIVE.
I‟m proud of being Master of disaster. Life must be lived
anyway, why not, therefore, live it masterfully?!
I am Truthbringer in service of Word of Truth from Father
God Aton, One Light, Source [1-7]. My mission is to bring
truth and it is up to you if you will accept or turn away from
the truth – certainly you will live your choices.
We human beings are spiritual beings who have started to
incarnate on this beautiful planet many millions of years ago
in order to resolve the issue of relationship between
consciousness and energy and the possible danger that
energy could got stuck and destroy whole creation. Good
news is that we have succeeded in our mission and that we
now know that energy responds to human consciousness,
that all energy is ours to serve us, if we choose so. With that
on April 4th this year the Order of the Arc has been disband
and all interferers, aliens, has been removed so that we
people as sovereign beings can guide ourselves together with
planet earth into ascension.
Let me quote here God Aton: “Keep in mind, also, that your
adversary - while causing you to lose your way - HE HAS
NEVER LOST SIGHT OF HIS GOAL - TO DO YOU IN!
Khazars - false Hebrew, Judean-Judaists (who call
themselves “JEWS”) - ARE THE ENEMY OF
CHRISTIANITY. “Their” bible tells them to murder
Christians any way they can! They are opposed, or THE
OPPOSITE OF Christness and Christ! So they certainly
don‟t like His kids - YOU!”
The only way that mankind can save this present
degenerating civilization is to throw off all that is
barbarian and ungodly in him through acquiring the
higher knowledge necessary for his inner, spiritual
unfoldment [8-19].
The only way that mass-man, who constitutes a civilization,
can acquire that higher knowledge is through mass-teachers,
and there are no such teachers in any of our scientific,
educational or religious institutions. None of them has made
any attempt to fulfill this requirement for bringing God Aton
Creator and man together in close communion and
companionship. In fact, every one of these presumably man-
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building organization has done just the opposite, which has
retarded the unfoldment of the spiritual nature of man. This
is indeed unfortunate for some hundreds of thousands of
advanced thinkers have freed themselves from the anchors
of traditional material concepts and are seeking earnestly for
the Light of higher knowledge which will eventually
illumine them into Cosmic Christ Consciousness.
I‟m one of these teachers dedicated to the final victory of the
Word of Truth.
Let me share with you the true perception:
Everything here is about REALIZATION: who we really
are, becoming One with Creator again and understanding
that energy responds to consciousness and that all energy is
ours to serves us. Total conscious devotion to that sacred
goal leads to success and changing of everything in our
lives, but first and foremost changing our attitude to energy:
let energy serve us!
Realization can only be achieved if we take full
COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY for our co-creation:
We have pandered to the wishes of the “powers that
be” (powers which will soon be no longer)
We have scrambled for money.
We have degraded our principles.
We have relinquished our divine sovereignty.
We have let ourselves be led by the ass.
We have ignored “dreadful situations”, both near to us and
on the other side of the world.
We have let despots rule.
We have allowed despots to develop biological weapons.
We have let corrupted religions dictate the rules.
We have deserted our fellow humans.
We have sunk into the depths of depravity.
We have injured ourselves and the planet.
According to the inevitable law of action and reaction, all
this MUST have serious consequences: we must reap what
we sow!
Do we really think we can stop the natural and sacred desire
to progress towards perfection? Our beautiful planet earth
cannot bear this stagnation any longer, and as she is
supported by celestial forces (AS WE ALL ARE, IF WE
CHOOSE THE PATH OF PROGRESS TOWARDS
PERFECTION), we are now at the point where we must
CHOOSE whether to change our behavior and accompany
her, or whether to resist progress and be thrown off the
planet.
These may seem like incredible developments, and
incredible consequences, yet if we fully investigate our
falsely presented planetary “history”, and that of our solar
system, then all this will actually appear to be a logical
conclusion.
In this time of imposed or self-imposed quarantine,many
of us are cut off from our familiar routines, familiar contacts
and familiar habits. In short, we find ourselves in a “tight
corner”, on a physical level but also on a mental level.

There is no point in trying to describe exactly what situation
we are in, or what awaits us, for this will differ so
tremendously from person to person, and from country
to country. Suffice to say that wherever we are, if we look
out of a window and see a bird flying, we will realize that
we are not “free” to do as we wish, compared with the past.
What does it mean, on a mental level, to be in a “tight
corner”? It means that our views and our outlook on life
have so far been restricted, that we have put on corsets of
superstition, that we have steeped ourselves in dogma, that
we have swamped ourselves in rituals which have
hadstifling and harmful results.
We may still be naive to all this, but when we come to rest
in our “corners”, we will be forced to discard all this. We
will become “naked”, separated from all structures and
pre-meditated priorities. We will be pared back to the bare
essentials of caring for ourselves and others.
We will be forced to give up our addictions. We will realize
our dependency on outer attributes, instead of relying on
OURSELVES and – to put a finer point upon it – on
theDIVINE CORE WITHIN OURSELVES from which we
have long been separated.
Has this all happened randomly? Has the corona virus
inexplicably appeared and run riot across the globe, making
us helpless victims?
THERE IS GOOD IN EVERYTHING! What
the advantages of being “caught in a corner”?

We are forced to concentrate our gaze in one direction.
We are forced to be STILL.
We are forced to self-reflect and GO WITHIN.
We are invited to DEVELOP FAITH IN THE DIVINE
PLAN.
We gain INNER STRENGTH and SELF-TRUST.
We are trained to trust OUR OWN INTUITION.
We are forced to recognize the value of others who are no
longer around.
We are forced to realize what was a burden.
We are forced to recognize our crutches.
We are forced to recognize our joys.
In short, this is a GLORIOUS OPPORTUNITY FOR SOUL
GROWTH.
Whoever you are and wherever you are, this is the period of
TRANSITION TO A BETTER WORLD. YOUR
PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION IS AN ESSENTIAL
STEPPING STONE IN THIS PROCESS. EACH
INDIVIDUAL – AND ALL THEIR THOUGHTS,
ACTIONS AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES – COUNTS
TOWARDS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PEACEFUL
WORLD.
Therefore, rejoice in this time of enforced stillness, for it
will result in glory.
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5. Wisdom of the New Era of Consciousnessism
First and foremost, the most important thing is to be
AWARE who you are and to KNOW it through
experiencing it through conscious breathing!
Let me start with simple thing: you use to say "My body",
right? If so, it is so logical that you are NOT your body, you
are the owner of your body! WHO IS THE OWNER?!
The latest conclusion of quantum physics is that the entire
universe is a hologram! Wow! So right! The main feature of
a hologram is that every part of it is equal to the whole
hologram. If you suspect it buy a hologram and take a
smallest part of it and you will see the whole hologram in
that smallest part!
What is not known yet in quantum physics is: who is the
Creator of the holographic universe! There MUST be a
Creator! We know that every piece of matter must have a
creator - only in the official scientific atom model there is
nowhere its Creator! Of course it is a BIG FAT LIE! I've
experimentally confirmed the true atom model where in the
center of each atom is its creator - God, Spirit, Mind,
Source, or however you want to call it!
Logically, God created universe and human beings
holographically so that every human being as holographic
part of God is equal to God!
So, YOU ARE GOD, ALSO! Now you know who you are!
Please do not be confused with religious doctrines and their
God's, since every religion on this planet is worshiping and
promoting anti-God - satan! Period.
God Creator had created universe and human beings
instantly and perfect - in His own image, since God's
thoughts are manifesting instantly and had been manifested
instantly, and every potential had been manifested
instantly! So, we are traveling backwards in time and
according to our free will we chose to re-manifest something
and experience it! That is why it is of utmost importance that
we work with God!
God gave us human beings FREE WILL - the same what
God has. We can choose to experience re-manifestation of
anything in the old energy way: hard, complicated,
inefficient and expensive, or we can choose the new energy
way: easy, simple, efficient and cheap! I bet you agreed with
me and we chose the new energy way! The old energy way
is actually what we experience as separated from God - that
is what EGO is. We are aware of it but we are aware too, of
the truth that we are ONE with Father God.
Now, this traveling backwards in time and experiencing is
what we as consciousness are - God in experience! So, we
are consciousness and we consciously chose the new energy
way.
Please allow me to share with you some insights about
wisdom of the New Energy way:

Stay in your Heart no matter what is happening to you and
around you. It will not always be easy to do. You will have
challenges. The chaos and darkness is not over yet, however,
your Heart can help you through it. It is the only way.
5.1 This wisdom is requires
1) Be aware of the world around you. Do not bury your
head in the sand. Know what is happening in your
country and the world with politics, education, finances,
medicine, weather, the environment, and all other aspects
of life.
2) View them without attachment, judgment or emotions.
Be the Silent Witness. Just observe.
3) You will see changes happen. You will see greed and
corruption turn into kindness and respect for all of life.
You will see anger and discourse turn into peace and
harmony.
4) All will appear as Miracles, and they are, yet they are
not, because that is the natural state of the new
Energy and Awareness coming.
5) When you view the old ways, the greed, corruption,
violence, and tragedies, STAY NEUTRAL, and STAY
IN YOUR HEART.
6) Use your Light on yourself and on the world. Whenever
an incident happens, direct your Light to go to that
location and transmute all lower energies. ALLOW
Dodeca new energy to turn the negativity into the Light.
7) Write down ALL you wish to accomplish this year, as
well as, what you wish to become. Dream Big! Read this
list out loud to yourself once a week, every week for the
whole year.
8) Take very good care of yourself. Eat well, sleep well,
take time in nature, laugh and be happy.
9) Know that I AM always with you. Call upon me and I
will answer.
Let me add some clarification of the New Energy, with some
scientific background keeping simplicity as the guiding
tread.
I used to talk about New Energy in my presentations, but jut
few have understood it, if any.
The basis of all is to comprehend that we human beings are
CONSCIOUSNESS and that we create everything! We
create mentally with dreams, imaginations and thinking so
that whatever we are experiencing here on Earth we are
ACTING!!! Consciousness IS, it is unchangeable, it is
infinite and eternal, it is ALL THERE IS!
By the power of free choice we have created the Old Energy
to experience fear and limitations. It is energy of opposition,
of conflicts, with main tools of creation: FEAR, POWER,
FORCE and EFFORTING! Creation with Old Energy is:
Hard, Complicated, Inefficient and Expensive! And that is
why war after war and why all our technologies are hard
(dis-ease), complicated, inefficient and expensive.
By the power of free choice in 1987 we have decided to
create New Energy which has been established on this planet
on September 18th, 2007 (triple nine – 9 is number of
completion!). New Energy is energy of harmonization, of
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balancing, with main tools of creation: LOVE, JOY,
SIMPLICITY and FREEDOM! Creation with New energy
is: EASY, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT and CHEAP – opposite to
the Old Energy tools!
The main law of creation with New Energy is: Collapse of
Power creates Waves of Turbulence which create a Void
(which is Source of Everything) when New Consciousness
is born and New Consciousness creates further Collapse of
Power which creates new Waves of Turbulence and so on
in circle!
Actually, the New Energy is CATCH for all those who are
continuing creation with Old Energy tools since they are
destroying themselves! Nothing bad – it is about their free
choice!

6. Conclusions
We are co-creators of our reality and only if we take
responsibility for our co-creation we can change it.
Corona virus is an economic virus which will cause
economic rebalance of the planet. Don‟t fear it and don‟t pay
attention to it, and you will not get it. Pay attention to your
own economy – decide for abundance and it will come to
you thank to the new energy of love which is present on this
planet.
Latest in six months new economy will be established on
this planet.
The self-imposed quarantine is so nice opportunity to turn
within and connect with the divine core within ourselves –
the glorious opportunity for soul growth and taking decision
to change our behavior and accompany planet earth in her
ascension - not to resist progress and be thrown off the
planet.
Millions of people all over the world are awakening by
coming into truth and becoming aware of the presence on
the planet of the new energy of love which can fulfill every
their desire without need for fight and opposition. That is
how peace and harmony are establishing on this planet
slowly but surely.
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